
                            

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Quilt Size 

# of Four 
Patch 
Blocks 

# of Light and Dark 
Patches Needed ** 

If using one fabric, Yardage 
Needed ** 

Cutting for Four Patch Blocks, All 
Quilt Sizes 
 
 

PCQ CHARITY QUILT: Four Patch Variation 

Skill level: Easy  

Twin with Border  

68 x 92”  

7 x 10 block layout 

Large Throw with Border  

60 x 76”  

6 x 8 block layout 

Small Throw 

48 x 60” 

6 x 8 block layout 

   Plain Block 

Quilt Size 
Yardage needed 
for border Cutting for border   

Twin with Border 2-1/4 yards 
Cut 4, 6-1/2” wide Length of fabric strips. Reserve for borders. Use 
remaining fabric for plain blocks and four patch blocks.   

Large Throw with 
Border 2 yards 

Cut 4, 6-1/2” wide Length of fabric strips. Reserve for borders. Use 
remaining fabric for plain blocks and four patch blocks.   

Small Throw none none   

 

     Four Patch 

   Block 

Quilt Size 
# of Plain 
Blocks 

Fabrics for Plain 
Blocks Yardage Needed 

Cutting for Plain Blocks, All Quilt 
Sizes  

 
Twin with Border 

 
35 

 
Remaining border 
print plus 8 others 

 
1/4 yard (or FQ) of each plus 
remaining border print 

From each fabric, cut one 8-1/2" 
WOF (width of fabric strip). Sub 
cut 4, 8-1/2" squares. * 

 

Large Throw with 
Border 

 

24 

 

Remaining border 
print plus 5 others 

1/4 yard (or FQ) of each plus 
remaining border print 

If using FQ, cut 4, 8-1/2” 
squares. 
Cut 4, 8-1/2” squares from  
border print. 

Small Throw 24 6 prints 1/4 yard (or FQ) of each    

*Tip: before cutting the 8-1/2” WOF strip from the quarter yard, cut 5” off one end and use for two scrappy four patch squares.  

 

 



# of Four 

Patch 

Blocks 

# of Light and Dark 

Patches Needed 

If using one fabric, Yardage 

Needed ** 

Cutting for Four Patch Blocks, All 
Quilt Sizes 
 
 

Twin with Border 35 70 Light and 70 Dark 
1-1/8 yards each, light and 
dark, 8 WOF strips 

Dark patches may be scrappy and 
may be cut from leftover border 
and plain block fabrics. Then from 
additional fabric cut as many       
4-1/2" WOF strips as needed; sub 
cut to 4-1/2" squares. Each WOF 
strip should yield nine patches. 

Large Throw with 
Border 24 48 Light and 48 Dark 

7/8 yard each, Light and Dark, 6 
WOF strips 

Small Throw 24 48 Light and 48 Dark 
7/8 yard each, Light and Dark, 6 
WOF strips 

**Dark patches are illustrated in one fabric, not scrappy, but can be as scrappy as desired. 

 

Assembly: 

 All seams 1/4” 

1. Make Four Patches: Right sides together, sew a light and a dark 4-1/2” square together. Join two pairs right sides together, 

alternating light/dark placement and matching seams. Make the quantity needed for your quilt size. 

2. Lay out alternating plain blocks and four patch blocks on a design wall or table. When you’re pleased with the fabric 

placement, sew blocks into rows.  

3. Sew rows together.  

4. Measure sides and center length for borders; should be 80-1/2” for twin or 64-1/2” for throw. Cut two border strips to this 

length. Mark centers and quarters of side borders and quilt top. Matching markings, sew side borders to top.  

5. Measure top, bottom, and center width for borders; should be 68-1/2” for twin or 60-1/2” for throw. Cut the remaining two 

border strips to this length. Mark centers and quarters of borders and quilt top. Matching markings, sew top and bottom 

borders to top.  

6. Prep backing and batting. Quilt as desired.  

7. After quilting, attach a PCQuilters label to the lower right hand corner of the back and bind the quilt. 

 

Quilt Size 

 


